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Abstract
Renewable energy is a widely used term that describes certain types of energy production. In politics,
business and academia, renewable energy is often framed as the key solution to the global climate
challenge. We, however, argue that the concept of renewable energy is problematic and should be
abandoned in favor of more unambiguous conceptualization.
Building on the theoretical literature on framing and based on document analysis, case examples and
statistical data, we discuss how renewable energy is framed and has come to be a central energy policy
concept and analyze how its use has affected the way energy policy is debated and conducted. We
demonstrate five major issues with the concept of renewable energy: i) renewability does not guarantee
sustainability; ii) renewables encompass very different forms of energy, with very different policy
challenges; iii) policies based on renewable energy have mixed results; iv) the concept of renewable
energy enables environmentally harmful bait-and-switch; and v) the whole idea of renewable energy is
misleading. After analyzing these issues, we discuss alternative conceptualizations and present our
model of categorizing energy production according to carbon content and combustion.
The paper does not intend to criticize or promote any specific form of energy production, but instead
discusses the role of institutional conceptualization in energy policy.
Highlights
-

Renewable energy (RE) is a widely shared concept that influences energy policy worldwide
The concept of RE is problematic in many ways, yet these problems are often ignored
The umbrella of RE seems to enable questionable bait-and-switch tactics
Alternative conceptualization of energy could support more effective climate policy
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1. Introduction
“The limits of my language mean the limits of my world.” wrote Ludwig Wittgenstein. Today, the
limits of our language limit our efforts to combat climate change. Shared meanings and concepts are
the building blocks used to debate and create policies. Problems and limitations within those meanings
and concepts are reflected in the policies and their results. Imprecise language can lead to ambiguity in
energy policy (Littlefield 2013; Evensen et al. 2014), and ambiguity may be a luxury we can no longer
afford.
Mitigating climate change without sentencing the poor globally to perpetual poverty is the prime
challenge of energy policy today. Our civilization relies heavily on fossil energy, with around 80
percent of primary energy coming from fossil fuels (IEA 2017a). Their combustion is contributing to a
rapid increase in the average temperature of our planet. Continued large-scale exploitation of fossil
fuels creates grave risks for human civilization, yet sustaining and extending a prosperous civilization
requires a certain level of energy supply.
One of the most commonly touted solutions to this dilemma is renewable energy. Instead of relying on
depleting stocks of buried energy relics, the narrative behind the renewable energy solution states that
we should power our societies by harnessing renewable natural energy flows. Given the increasing
awareness of climate change, the concept of renewable energy has become such a powerful and
universal “focusing device” (Rosenberg 1976) that it has been adopted in climate and energy strategies
and has been guiding policy worldwide (IEA 2018a).
The benefits, challenges and economic feasibility of fully renewable energy systems have been debated
in many earlier papers (see, e.g. Jacobson and Delucchi 2011; Trainer 2012; Brook and Bradshaw
2014; Heard et al. 2017). Our aim instead is to problematize the whole concept of renewable energy as
it exists today in the field of energy policy. However, the target of the problematization is not
renewable energy generation or any specific policy; rather, we argue that the problem is in the
conceptual framing of energy sources as either renewable or non-renewable.
This paper is anchored in institutional theory. We answer the call made by Ansari et al. (2011) on how
social scientists can contribute to managing climate change by enhancing its vocabulary and providing
useful explanations; or, as in our case, by pointing out the problems with the existing vocabulary.

Institutional theory offers useful frameworks for studying energy policy and the transformation
currently taking place in global energy use and production. It focuses on the emergence, development
and impact of institutions – resilient social structures such as organizations, norms or rules (Scott
2008). Institutions emerge and are formed around socially constructed, shared meanings (DiMaggio
and Powell 1983; Scott 1995; Thornton and Ocasio 1999). A popular level of institutional analysis is
the level of organizational fields (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 1995) that consist of actors in a
recognized area of institutional life and follow certain institutional logics (Thornton and Ocasio 1999).
Grand challenges such as climate change are complex, uncertain and evaluative problems of major
societal significance (Ferraro et al. 2015), and as such are typically not an issue at the level of
individual organizations, but are encountered in the field (Grodal and O’Mahony 2017).
Framing is a process where meanings are constructed (Benford and Snow 2000). Originally introduced
by Goffman (1974), frames can be considered models of interpretation which enable the organization
of experiences and occurrences into communicable sets of shared beliefs and meanings that also guide
action (Benford and Snow 2000). Frames are thus essential for the formation and maintenance of
institutional logic as well. Frames and framing have mostly been applied in research on social
movements, where the interest typically is the role of frames in inspiring and legitimating actions and
for mobilizing resources (Benford and Snow, 2000; Granqvist and Laurila 2011). Among science and
technology studies, Rosenberg’s (1976) idea of “focusing devices” that direct research and policy
efforts towards a specific subset of technologies, sometimes at the expense of other subsets, resonates
with this idea of a framing process. The nature of framing also includes drawing boundaries between
what is included in a shared meaning and what is not, and can result in umbrella constructs (Hirsch and
Levin 1999) that organize various theoretical elements of a field into a meaningfully combined
concept.
In this paper, we approach the concept of renewable energy as a socially constructed result of framing
in the field of energy policy. Since frames are fundamentally constructed in discursive processes
(Benford and Snow 2000) we focus our attention mainly on language and written documents, although
we briefly discuss visual discourse (see, e.g. O’Neill and Smith 2014) as well. Discourse analysis has
been widely used in studying the formation of environmental and energy policies (see, e.g. Hajer and
Versteeg 2005; Jessup 2010; Cotton et al. 2014), and the role of linguistic framing and discourse in
energy policy has been discussed in detail by Scrase and Ockwell (2010), who described how framing
may serve to sustain the continuation of existing policy positions. It should be noted that while we rely
on theory of framing, we refer to renewable energy also as a “concept”, since we believe that this term
is more familiar to most audiences.
The focus of this paper, however, is not to elaborate the theoretical foundations, but instead to employ
these concepts from organizational science to analyze the role and impact of the shared concept of
renewable energy in energy policy. In doing this, we combine both qualitative and quantitative data and
draw on material from a broad selection of public documents, statistics and academic and grey
literature. Using case examples, we first describe the shared concept of renewable energy and then
problematize it based on a synthesis of available societal, technical and economic data.
The paper is structured as follows. After the introduction we briefly outline the history of the concept
of renewable energy. In the second section we discuss the current status of the concept and in the third
its use. The fourth section goes through the main problems we identify related to the current

conceptualization of renewable energy. In the fifth section we discuss the implications of the problems
and alternative conceptualizations, before concluding the paper in the sixth section.

2. A Brief History of Renewable Energy
The history of renewable energy as a concept predates current climate awareness and mitigation
debates. This explains, to some extent, why the concept is problematic in today’s context. Therefore,
understanding the framing process and the history of the concept is useful.
In English-language scientific and technical literature, the term “renewable energy” has been used as a
contrast to exhaustible fossil fuel sources, at least since the early 1900s (Bell 1906; Clarke et al. 1909).
Interestingly, some early analyses made a distinction between “renewable” and “inexhaustible” energy
sources, referring to animal power sources and wood as “renewable” while classifying solar radiation,
wind, tidal and hydropower as “inexhaustible” instead (Clarke et al. 1909). Even then, the context for
using this term was to oppose or at least provide an alternative to society’s dependence on fossil fuels,
although the rationale was not overuse as today but predicted exhaustion. Therefore, it is not surprising
that discussions about “renewable energy” became more common during the Second World War, as
can be seen from the occurrence of the term in the digitized corpus of Google Books (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Relative incidence of term "renewable energy" in Google Books corpus, 1900-1960, variations in capitalization
(“renewable energy”, “Renewable Energy”, etc.) included.

However, the term acquired its modern meaning and many of the current political connotations during
the energy debates of the 1970s. The counterculture and early environmental movements of the 1960s
latched on to “renewable energy” as a conceptual alternative to perceived dehumanizing,
environmentally destructive “centralized” energy sources, such as coal and nuclear power.
Because these early conflicts were instrumental in the way the entire environmental discourse was
subsequently framed, the debate between the supporters of two different “energy paths”, to borrow a

term from an enormously influential 1976 article by Amory Lovins (Lovins 1976), still influences
practically all environmental discourse today. The supporters of the “soft path”, which called for more
decentralized, small-scale energy generation, including but not limited to renewable energy sources as
we now understand the term (see also the very influential “Small is Beautiful” ideology originating
from Schumacher 1973), were, for the most part, synonymous with the early environmental activists,
whereas the “traditional” or “hard” path was presented as the status quo.
During these 1970s debates, the nascent environmental movement cemented its attitude towards
“good” and “bad” energy sources. In particular, the 1970s environmental movement abandoned the
1950s and 1960s environmental conservation movements’ acceptance of nuclear power. Earlier
generations had seen nuclear power as an environmentally benign alternative to massive hydropower
projects (see, e.g. Särkikoski 2011), but growing distrust with “establishment” science and engineering
and with large-scale, top-down, undemocratic projects caused the environmental movement at large to
reverse its hitherto lukewarm acceptance (Kirk 2001; Pearce 1991). Frustration with lack of progress in
nuclear disarmament and a perceived lack of democratic control over nuclear arsenals might have also
contributed to nuclear energy in general becoming a sort of proxy target for erstwhile anti-nuclear
weapons protesters (Weart 2012).
Irrespective of the precise social and political circumstances of the time, the battle lines were drawn: in
practically all subsequent environmental discourse, energy sources have been divided between “good”
(solar, wind, tidal, geothermal, biomass, and with some reservations hydropower), “tolerable for time
being” (small scale use of fossil fuels and peat), and “bad” – large-scale, centralized power plants, most
notably nuclear power. By and large, these divisions have prevailed ever since, although realities of
climate change have generally caused the environmental movement of today to reduce its 1980sera tolerance of coal, gas and peat as “bridge” fuels to be used until such time as the world is ready for
totally renewable energy system (for historical examples of this acceptance and discussion in the US
and UK, see e.g. Schumacher 1973; Lovins 1976; Pearce 1991).
As we go on to demonstrate in this paper, the problem with this forty-year old concept is that the world
of 2018 is not the same as the world of 1978. Nevertheless, the concept of renewable energy is still
routinely used in energy policy, as we discuss in the next section. Figure 2 shows how the term has
gained increasing currency steadily over the last three decades.

Figure 2. Relative occurrence of phrase "renewable energy" in Google’s corpus of digitized books 1960-2010, all
variations in capitalization included.

3. The Concept in Use
The definition of renewable energy is largely uncontested and there is broad agreement on what is
considered to be renewable energy. The International Energy Agency (IEA) defines renewable energy
as “energy derived from natural processes that are replenished at a faster rate than they are consumed”,
and mentions solar, wind, geothermal, hydro and biomass as examples of renewable energy (IEA
2018b). The European Union includes wind, solar, hydro and tidal power, geothermal energy, biofuels
and the renewable part of waste as renewable energy in its statistical accounting (Eurostat 2018a); in a
recent report, the United Nations Environment Programme follows the same logic (Frankfurt School
2018).
This consistency is atypical among popular concepts related to different grand challenges. In
comparison, the exact definitions of concepts such as sustainability (Kates et al. 2005), cleantech
(Caprotti 2012) or corporate social responsibility (Dahlsrud 2006) have been extensively researched
and interrogated with far lesser convergence of definition.
Our general claim is that renewable energy has become an important concept within the fields of
energy policy and climate change mitigation, and has a central role in driving the logics within these
fields. The popularity of the concept in itself would make it a huge effort to comprehensively map the
current use of the term. Thus we demonstrate the use and spread of the concept with the following
examples.
The European Union (EU) energy policy is an example from the international political domain of how
the concept of renewable energy has been adopted. Promoting renewable energy is one of the
cornerstones of the energy policy of the European Union. In 2009, EU put in place the so-called

Renewable Energy Directive, which mandates that by the year 2020 one-fifth of the total energy needs
within the union must come from renewable energy (EU 2009). The directive is currently being
revised, with a planned goal of reaching 27 percent share for renewable energy by 2030 (EU 2018).
Beyond the directive, EU has also developed an Energy Roadmap looking toward the year 2050
(European Commission 2011). The roadmap is not legally binding and presents five alternative
scenarios for decarbonization. Renewables play a major role, as their share of final energy consumption
is at least 55 percent in all the scenarios. The specific “High Renewable energy sources” scenario
reaches 75 percent share in total energy consumption and 97 percent share in electricity consumption.
These policies and communications show that the concept of renewable energy is essential in EU
policy and that EU is strongly committed to promoting renewable energy. It is even reasonable to claim
that for the union, renewable energy is not only a means to combat climate change, but is an end in
itself. This is highlighted by the will to set renewable target policies that overlap and are likely to
hinder the effectiveness of the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS) (OECD 2011; IETA 2015), which
is considered the cornerstone of EU’s policy to combat climate change (EU 2016).
Another example of the diffusion and power of the concept is the formation of the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA). Founded in 2009, IRENA is an official United Nations (UN)
observer and has 154 member states, including the European Union (IRENA 2018). IRENA maintains
that the benefits of renewable energy are not only climate change mitigation and reduced pollution but
also – increasingly – economic growth, employment and energy security (see, e.g. IRENA 2016;
IRENA 2017). The existence and status of IRENA illustrate the role of renewable energy as a guiding
concept; each form of renewable energy has its own international alliance for industry actors, and these
together form the International Renewable Energy Alliance (REN Alliance), yet an intergovernmental
agency with states as members was established.
Many businesses have also committed to renewable energy. In 2017, Google stated that it is committed
to covering 100 percent of its energy needs with renewable energy (Google 2017). In practice this
means purchasing enough wind and solar electricity to account for its electricity consumption (Google
2017). Google justifies this policy both as a means of reducing its carbon footprint and reducing the
costs of energy use. Apple reports that it covers its energy needs completely with renewable energy, in
practice by producing and purchasing equivalent amounts of wind, solar, hydropower and biofuels in
relation to its facilities’ consumption (Apple 2018). This 100 % renewables achievement has a major
role in the company’s environmental reporting. Apple also seeks to increase the share of renewable
energy production and procurement of its suppliers (Apple 2018). Facebook is committed to 100
percent “clean and renewable” energy, but measures this according to renewable energy standards
(Facebook 2017). These American IT giants are not the only ones fixated with the concept of
renewable energy; Facebook and Apple are also members of RE100, a global business initiative of
more than 100 large businesses across the world committed to 100 percent renewable electricity
(RE100 2018).
Renewable energy is also a prominent concept in academia. A school of thought taking 100 percent
renewables as the premise for sustainable energy scenarios has been emerging, led by Jacobson and
Deluchi (see, e.g. Jacobson and Deluchi 2011; Deluchi and Jacobson 2011; Plessmann et al. 2014).
Such renewables focused studies have evoked several critical responses in energy policy literature
(Trainer 2012; Clack et al. 2017; Heard et al. 2017; Heuberger and Dowell 2018) and also generated

counters to such criticism (e.g. Brown et al. 2018). Common for all streams of the discussion is that
they typically conceptualize renewable energy as a distinct part of an energy portfolio.
4. Problems with the Concept
As described above, renewable energy is a concept that has been widely adopted across the field of
energy policy. It emerged as an alternative to fossil and nuclear energy sources, was later used in
conceptualization of an envisioned harmonious society and has now become a central conceptual
building block of energy policy theory and practice. It is a clearly defined concept, in the sense that it is
widely agreed which sources of energy are renewable and which are not. However, as we show next,
the concept as it currently exists might even be harmful to the efforts to combat climate change or
power sustainable development.
4.1 Renewable does not mean sustainable
Renewable energy is often associated strongly with sustainability. To consider whether renewable
energy is sustainable, we first need to define what we understand as sustainability. The original
definition by the Brundtland Report in 1987 defined sustainable development as development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs (United Nations 1987).1 Since then, more definitions have followed, typically emphasizing some
form of the triple bottom line thinking (see, e.g. Slaper and Hall 2011), where sustainability includes
social, environmental and economic domains. Since no energy production comes without some societal
and environmental impact, we adopt a pragmatic extension to our definition of sustainability.
Sustainable energy enables societal development that is largely, even if not entirely, decoupled from
increasing environmental degradation for the foreseeable future.
Among renewables, the sustainability challenges of biomass combustion are perhaps the bestacknowledged. Nevertheless, biomass has an irreplaceable role in many ambitious renewable energy
strategies and scenarios published by different organizations (see, e.g. European Commission 2011;
Teske et al. 2012; Nordic Energy Research 2016; WWF 2011). Biomass has three major environmental
issues and one significant societal issue. First, large scale biofuel production can threaten biodiversity
due to the land area and water it needs (Gerbens-Leenes et al. 2009; Erb, Haberl, and Plutzar 2012;
Pedroli et al. 2013; Immerzee et al. 2014). Efficient biomass cultivation and harvesting presents a
difficult trade-off with conservation of diverse ecosystems in the same area (Erb et al. 2012). Second,
energy use of biomass causes considerable net emissions in the short term (Cherubini et al. 2011;
Zanchi, Pena, and Bird 2011; Booth 2018), which limits its usefulness in curbing carbon emissions.
Third, biomass burning causes particulate pollution that has adverse health and climate impacts
(Sigsgaard et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2017). As for societal impacts, on a global scale biomass-based
energy production competes with food production for agricultural land and water (Gerbens-Leenes et
al. 2009; Dornburg et al. 2010), which could lead to increased food prices, causing major problems for
the poorest people and potentially resulting in societal unrest (Bellemare 2014). In general, intensive
11 As an interesting side note, it is worth mentioning that the Brundtland Report defines nuclear fission energy
2from so-called “fast neutron spectrum” or breeder reactors as renewable energy, because fissile material
3availability effectively ceases to be a concern for their sustainability. It is one indication of how the concept of
4“renewable energy” has become a political concept for certain sorts of energy systems, that this definition has
5not been widely accepted.

agriculture comes with the risk of soil degradation, groundwater pollution and loss of recreational value
(Tilman et al. 2002).
Detailed sustainability criteria can help address the abovementioned problems, but such criteria might
limit the scalability of biomass considerably. Scalability might not be an issue if the goal is to address
local problems. However, for the development and influence of policy with national and global
implications and application, we must consider whether or not an energy source can be scaled to
provide a substantial fraction of total energy use, and the sustainability implications of this scaling. A
biomass solution can be relatively sustainable if used in a local, small-scale manner, but unsustainable
in terms of land use, biodiversity loss and carbon emissions if it is used to power entire cities. Finally,
the sustainability of biomass use can be modified by technologies such as carbon capture and storage
(CCS) combined with bioenergy (BECCS). Proposed BECCS plants would be emission-free, but with a
penalty of decreased total energy efficiency. When the energy used for cultivating, harvesting, refining
and fuel logistics is taken into account, the energy return on energy invested (EROEI) for BECCS
plants, in particular, remains low, possibly even negative (Fajardy and Mac Dowell 2018).
The sustainability issues of renewable energy are not limited to bioenergy. Hydropower can have
severe negative environmental impacts, particularly but not exclusively relating to fish populations and
similar impacts relating to modification of freshwater hydrology (Chen et al. 2015, Zarfl et al. 2015).
Hydropower projects can also release large quantities of greenhouse gases as the original biomass
under reservoirs rots, when the water level fluctuation increases and they become large catchment areas
of organic matter and nutrients (Deemer et al. 2016) Hydropower projects also often result in
displacement of the local populace, and are therefore problematic from a societal sustainability point of
view, especially if the negative consequences are faced by poor, indigenous populations while
economic benefits are reaped elsewhere (Zarfl et al. 2015).
Geothermal energy has few adverse impacts other than possible local pollution and potentially
increasing earthquakes (Moriarty and Honnery 2012), but in order to meet the general definition of
renewability it has to be utilized only to the extent the energy flow can replenish itself, which is not
always the case (Stefansson 2000; Rybach 2007). The assessed values for global technical potential of
geothermal energy vary by orders of magnitude (Moriarty and Honnery 2012), but outside volcanic
areas its applications are generally restricted to providing low temperature heating.
The sustainability challenges of wind and solar power are related to the low energy density of the
energy flows they are harvesting and their variable nature. Low energy density results in high material
and land area requirements (Vidal, Goffe, and Arndt 2013; Brook 2014), and the need to mine high
volumes of potentially scarce raw materials such as tellurium and indium for solar photovoltaics
(Feltrin and Freundlich 2008; Tao et al. 2011; Grandell and Höök 2015) and rare earths for wind
turbines (Alonso et al. 2012; Habib and Wenzel 2014). Variable production of these sources means that
in order to provide reliable service, the system as a whole needs some combination of i) major energy
storage systems, ii) “overbuild” generation and transmission capacity, or iii) acceptance of decreased
level of service. The first two further increase the material and land area requirements to deliver the
energy service.
Energy security is a key factor in alleviating poverty (OECD/IEA 2010). From a societal sustainability
point of view the distributed nature of wind and solar energy seems positive. In theory they enable local
communities to become energy providers, disrupting the power of centralized major power utilities and

providing a source of local income. Empirical evidence suggests that whether renewable energy plans
achieve these aspirations really depends on specific policies. For example, in Germany, the economic
benefits of renewable energy policies have not been felt by the less affluent but rather by those with
considerable disposable income and opportunities to invest in and operate decentralized power
production (Stefes 2016).
None of the above arguments mean that renewable energy technologies cannot be providers of
sustainable energy. As with any form of energy production, the energy sources labeled as renewable
come with pros and cons that depend on their scale and their role in the energy system.
4.2 Renewables are very different from each other
Another problem with the concept of renewable energy is that it is an umbrella construct that includes
very different types of energy sources. The energy densities, practical siting requirements and physical
processes of different forms of renewable energy vary greatly.
Table 1 illustrates the miscellaneous nature of renewable energy sources. The different renewables are
compared based on their power density, primary form of energy harvested, land use, capacity and
nature of fluctuation. Power density is here measured by estimated land use intensity. This number
depends greatly on the underlying assumptions of what is included, but the diverse nature of the
renewables itself makes direct comparison complicated.
As Table 1 shows, the renewable forms of energy differ from each other in almost all aspects. One
thing is common, however; all these energy sources have a relatively low power density per area (for
comparison, these are around 0.2 and 0.1 for coal and nuclear energy, respectively; Fritsche et al.
2017), although there is an order of magnitude difference in this aspect too. Different renewables
harvest different forms of energy, which then requires different processes to convert the energy into
useful electricity or heat. Finally, it should be noted that most of these renewables are not able to
directly produce the high temperatures required by many industrial processes (Naegler et al. 2015).
The variability of energy production is a well-known challenge of many forms of renewable energy.
All these sources except biomass are dependent on local conditions, resulting in some form of
variability. However, the time scales and predictability of this variability are very different from each
other. Wind and solar power are directly dependent on the ambient weather conditions, causing the
power production to fluctuate in a matter of seconds (Anvari et al. 2016). Availability of hydropower
depends on water levels and flows on time scales varying from hourly and daily fluctuation of run-ofriver power plants to seasonal and annual fluctuation of storage hydropower with large reservoirs
(Kumar et al. 2011; Gaudard and Romerio 2014). It should be noted that technological innovations can
alter the figures of Table 1 in future. The fundamental physical limitations such as solar insolation,
wind catchment or biological primary production per unit of area however persist, limiting major shifts
in the power density or the nature of variability.
Table 1: The varying nature of different renewable energy forms. Coal and nuclear energy included for comparison.

Energy source

Primary form of
energy

Land use intensitya Capacity
[m /MWh]
factord

Power fluctuation

2

Solar
photovoltaic
panels

Electricity by
10
photovoltaic effect

16-30 %

Directly weather dependent. In
northern latitudes, season
dependent as well.

Concentrated
solar power

Thermal energy

15

25 – 80 %

Directly weather dependent,
unless backed by heat storage.

Hydropower

Kinetic energy

10

12-62 %

Dependent on seasonal
precipitation and accumulating
sedimentation

Wind power

Kinetic energy

1

26-52 %

Directly weather dependent,
with some seasonal dependency.

Biomass

Chemical energy

500b

70-90 %

Dependent on fuel properties.

Geothermal

Thermal energy

2.5

72-98 %

Dependent of local rate of
depletion.

Wave power

Kinetic energy

4.6c

26 %

Directly weather and tide
dependent.

Coal and nuclear figures presented for comparison

a

Coal

Chemical energy

0.2 (underground)
5 (open-cast)

75-93 %

Fully controllable.

Nuclear

Nuclear fission

0.1

85-90 %

Dependent on fuel and plant
properties.

Refers to the land area required for production of one megawatt hour of energy, according to the “typical” values by
Fritsche et al. (2017). Such figures should always be considered indicative only, since their exact values are highly
dependent on the background assumptions of the calculations. However, they clearly illustrate the differing scales of energy
intensity.
b
Figure for crop-based biomass.
c
Tidal wave power is still largely under development. This figure is based on estimates presented by Waters (2008).

d

Capacity factor is the ratio between average power and peak capacity. Presented figures are for utility scale technologies
and based on Transparent Cost Database (2018).

The incoherence of a concept is not necessarily a problem. There are many ambiguous concepts that
still have significant explanatory power and practical use. However, in energy policy design and
discourse, such incoherence can cause confusion. Businesses, cities, states and countries are making
pledges to run on 100 % renewable energy or electricity and these pledges are compared to each other,
yet they describe very different energy systems in terms of infrastructure, material flows and societal,
environmental and economic impact. For example, the fact that Iceland, Norway and Costa Rica have
abundant hydropower or geothermal resources and can produce practically all their electricity from
renewable sources tells us very little about the policy options in countries that are not as well endowed.
Nevertheless, it is common to see these countries used as examples of successful renewable energy
policies, and even academic publications often use these examples to make the case for 100 %
renewable energy (e.g. Brown et al. 2018).
4.3 Results of policies based on renewable energy are mixed
Conceptualizing certain forms of energy as renewable could be justified, if it leads to favorable policy
outcomes. What ‘favorable’ exactly means depends, of course, on goals set for the policy. The Paris
agreement (United Nations 2016) dictates in general that signatory countries should aim at sufficient
emission reductions to limit global warming to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels. At the same
time, countries are interested in maintaining a secure supply of energy and improving their economic
performance and competitiveness.
The World Energy Council ranks energy policy achievement according to the so-called ‘Energy
Trilemma’: the ability to provide energy through three dimensions of energy security, energy equity
and environmental sustainability (World Energy Council 2017). The effectiveness of policy in meeting
the Energy Trilemma is one illustrative way to systematically assess and rank energy policies. Figure 3
illustrates the energy trilemma rankings and share of renewables in total primary energy supply for 120
countries for which data was available for year 2017. As we can see, there is low correlation between a
high share of renewables and “good” energy policy – and in fact the observable correlation is mostly
negative. There are high ranking countries with a low share of renewables and there are low ranking
countries with a very high share of renewables. Naturally, the renewables in question are very different.
In the countries with poorer performance, the renewables are often manually collected firewood and
manure. Again, the label ‘renewable’ tells very little about the exact type of energy used.

Figure 3: The Energy Trilemma rankings and share of renewables in total primary energy supply in 2017 for 120 countries (Data: World
Energy Council 2017)

Perhaps the best-known renewable-based national energy policy is the Energiewende of Germany,
which aims to supply 60 percent of final energy consumption from renewables by 2050, along with
pledges of emission reductions in line with EU policy and a complete nuclear phase-out by 2022
(Agora Energiewende 2017). The premise of Energiewende has a long history in Germany, and the
current set policies were decided in 2010 and 2011 (Agora Energiewende 2017; Beveridge and Kern
2013). By 2017, German CO2 emissions had dropped by 4 percent compared to 2010
(Umweltbundesamt 2018), and in 2018 the newly elected German government announced that the
country would not meet the emission reduction targets it had set for 2020 (Oroschakoff 2018).
Although it is difficult to say what the emissions would have been without the Energiewende, these
challenges were expected. Several studies have pointed out that the policy may result in challenges in
grid management and reducing CO2 intensity (Bruninx et al. 2013; Schroeder et al. 2013; Knopf et al.
2015; Sopher 2015). The electricity prices for households are the second highest among all EU member
countries (Eurostat 2017). Yet at the same time, the economic growth of Germany has on average been
higher than in the EU or Euro area in general (European Commission 2018; Eurostat 2018b), with
Matthes et al. (2015) arguing that Germany’s energy policy has had an important role in lowering the
price of wind and solar generation worldwide, potentially playing a beneficial role in reducing
greenhouse emissions beyond German political borders. Thus, depending on what is valued and how,
the Energiewende might be judged either a success or a failure. However, in terms of reducing
Germany’s domestic greenhouse gas emissions and ensuring affordability for German consumers, it
has not been effective.
While energy security and equity are important, the case can be made that curbing carbon emissions is
the global priority of energy policy at the moment. So, in a world where renewable energy is frequently
framed as a key solution to climate change, how have we fared in reducing emissions? The answer is,
quite poorly. After remaining flat for three years (IEA 2017b), global CO2 emissions are estimated to
have grown by 2 percent in 2017 (Global Carbon Project 2018). Even staying below the 2°C threshold

without a high likelihood of overshooting would require major annual reductions. The national pledges
set for the Paris agreement are not nearly enough (Sanderson, O´Neill, and Tebaldi 2016), and there is
still a wide gap between those pledges and actual policies (Victor et al. 2017). Naturally, the current
conceptualization of energy as renewable or not can’t be adjudged as the root cause of failed climate
policies. But our conceptualizations have coexisted with this failure, and we suspect that this has
limited our policy choices.
4.4 Renewable energy enables bait-and-switch tactics
Despite the controversies described above, the concept of renewable energy has become ingrained in
climate policy logic. Climate policy can be seen as a complex, issue-based field (Schüssler et al. 2014),
where the activities of the many actors involved are no longer connected to the central institutions or
their goals. This can be the result of goal grafting (Grodal and O´Mahony 2017), where a shared goal
exists, while potentially disparate underlying interests – such as promoting certain forms of energy
production – are preserved. Such goal grafting allows actors participating in the field to rhetorically
support the shared grand goal without actually abandoning their underlying interests (Grodal and O
´Mahony 2017).
In the context of energy policy, the loose 1970s-era definition of “renewable energy” and its positive
associations have permitted politicians and lobbyists to get away with what are essentially bait-andswitch schemes that seem to address climate change, but in reality serve only to improve public image
or promote selected technologies or interest groups and may hinder emission reductions or even
increase them and cause other undesirable environmental impacts.
As we described in section 4.1, bioenergy is perhaps the most problematic of all energy sources that are
nevertheless widely considered renewable. Despite its problems, the major upside of bioenergy from a
domestic political viewpoint is that it is argued to provide opportunities for domestic businesses or to
bring benefits to rural areas (see, e.g. BioPAD 2013; BioenNW 2015) which face the challenges of
growing urbanization and a lack of economic opportunity. The umbrella of renewable energy enables
downplaying this tradeoff of potential benefits for problems while including increased bioenergy use in
plans or policies that are labeled climate friendly and progressive. A recent example is the planned
national coal ban in Finland, which is communicated as determined and accelerated action for climate
change mitigation and promotion of renewable energy (Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment
of Finland 2018), but which in reality is projected even in the official reports as relying mostly on
biomass for replacing coal and doesn’t result in direct emission reductions on a European level since it
affects only emissions already controlled within the ETS (Pöyry Management Consulting 2018). City
scale examples are the climate plans of Copenhagen (City of Copenhagen 2012) and Stockholm (City
of Stockholm 2016) and the renewable energy strategy of Vancouver (City of Vancouver 2015). Each
of these plans frames the city in question as a forerunner in climate change mitigation and emphasizes
the increase in the use of renewable energy. All the plans, however, relies heavily on bioenergy,
especially in heating and transportation.
The concept of renewable energy also enables biased visual communication of energy policies. Based
on our experiences, the typical illustration of a news piece, press release or publication about renewable
energy shows pictures of wind turbines or solar panels, whereas illustrations of biomass combustion are
rare even if in a particular case a significant percentage of the energy generated would come from

biomass (see, e.g. WWF 2011; City of Copenhagen 2012; European Parliament 2018; City of
Stockholm 2016; Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism of Austria 2018). A brief search
among three major stock photography services reflects this bias as well: 2 Of the 300 popular photos on
renewable energy we browsed, only 15 depicted bioenergy, with the photos being dominated by wind
turbines and solar panels.
Another worrisome development is the interest of the fossil fuel industry in using the concept of
renewable energy to promote increased use of natural gas. Examples include the Norwegian energy
company Statoil (Equinor since 2018) running an international advertisement that labeled natural gas as
a natural partner for renewables,3 the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America framing natural gas
as the ideal resource to complement renewables and as an ally of renewable energy (INGAA 2016),
and the Finnish gas and diesel generator manufacturer Wärtsilä promoting a fully renewable future –
without a schedule (Wärtsilä 2018). The Corporate Europe Observatory, a non-profit organization
focused on following lobbying activities within the EU, has reported systematic efforts of the fossil fuel
industry lobby to utilize the positive views on renewable energy to promote policies supporting natural
gas (Blanyà and Sabido 2017). This again shows how the vague concept of renewables enables such
bait-and-switch tactics that move policy ever further away from the underlying issue of greenhouse
emissions.
It appears that the vendors of fossil gas and related technologies regard the intermittency of most
renewable energy sources as a business opportunity, one that will maintain the relevance of their
product in the face of policies that are, in theory, supposed to work against their product. Although in a
technical sense gas is indeed a good partner to variable renewables, gas is still a significant source of
greenhouse gas emissions; not just when burned to carbon dioxide, but also when methane inevitably
leaks from wellheads and pipelines (Howarth 2014; Schwietzke et al. 2016). There is reason to fear that
the co-promotion of gas and renewables will result in a lock-in to an energy system that includes a
significant share of renewable energy, but will not achieve more ambitious climate targets because
cheap fossil gas makes investments in non-fossil alternatives less appealing.
Assessing the efficacy and broader impact of these bait-and-switch tactics would require more detailed
research. It seems clear, however, that the ambiguity and positive connotations of the concept of
renewable energy have at least partly enabled these tactics.
4.5 There is no renewable energy

62 The search included the online stock photo services by Getty Images, Adobe Stock and iStock. For each a search with term
7“renewable energy” was conducted and sorted by popularity. The first 100 photos were assessed. Photos of pellets,
8combustion, energy crops or timber were counted, whereas photos of trees, plants or nature in general were not included in
9the count. The search was conducted on 19.11.2018.
103 See Twitter posts with photo evidence:
11Rytky, Tiina (@TiinaRytky) ”Natural Gas. The Perfect Partner for Renewables. #irony #diablocanyon #climate” 30.7.2016.
12Tweet. [URL: https://twitter.com/TiinaRytky/status/759319625406480384]
13Hellesen, Carl (@hellesen_) “And I think the green cred gas/oil companies get by cheering for renewables is a big part of
14the problem.” 18.7.2017. Tweet. [URL: https://twitter.com/hellesen_/status/887241940848320512]
15Riley, Brook (@pzbrookriley) “Statoil ads at Brussels airport. They really are determined to make us think #gas isn't a
16#fossilfuel!” 5.1.2016 [URL: https://twitter.com/pzbrookriley/status/684450608309530625]
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Finally, as a term, renewable energy is an oxymoron of sorts. Conservation of mass-energy guarantees
that energy never disappears, but the second law of thermodynamics dictates that the total entropy in an
isolated system can never decrease. Energy can be transformed in different processes, but the total
exergy – the available, useful work – decreases irreversibly. Energy itself cannot in the strict sense be
renewed.
This of course may be nitpicking; what renewability in energy means is that the production harvests
some form of energy or material flow that is renewed by planetary or stellar processes faster than it is
depleted by its use. Still, renewability is an issue that should not be taken for granted. At least with
current technologies, all forms of renewable energy production rely on machines built with nonrenewable minerals. If variable energy production is balanced by chemical batteries, it emphasizes this
problem even more. Bioenergy relies on renewed biomass flows. While the biomass volume can be
renewed, the loss of biodiversity caused by land use changes is irreversible. Hydropower has similar
tradeoff issues.
It is also worth noting that non-renewability is not the primary concern for any form of energy now in
widespread use. Naturally, depletion becomes an issue in the long run, but the primary reason driving
the need to reduce the use of fossil fuels drastically is the climate change the greenhouse gas emissions
are causing.

5. Discussion and Alternative Conceptualizations
As we point out, there are many problems with the concept of renewable energy. While often
associated with sustainability, the two concepts can also be completely conflicting. The concept of
renewability in energy is fundamentally incoherent, encompassing as it does very different forms of
energy production. Share of renewable energy is a poor indicator for successful energy policy. The
concept of renewable energy also enables goal grafting that can drive environmental considerations to
the margins of energy policy. Finally, strictly speaking, renewable energy does not even exist.
There are good grounds to claim that the concept is not only problematic but even harmful. How could
the forms of energy production then be more usefully conceptualized for better supporting the
development of policy to effectively combat climate change and provide energy for sustainable
development? Sustainable energy would be a logical way of conceptualizing, but the term has already
been adopted by some to describe selected types of renewable energy and energy efficiency (see, e.g.
Prindle et al. 2007; Conserve Energy Future 2018). Other framings exist also; for example, Siemens
states that a sustainable energy supply is based both on renewable and conventional energy (Siemens
2018).
Problems with certain forms of renewable energy have led to reframing of selected renewables as “new
renewables” (Jordan-Korte 2011, 14) that excludes hydro and traditional biomass or as “WWS” that
stands for wind, water and sunlight (Jacobson et al. 2017). However, there is reason to believe that the
distinction is not clear to the public and politicians at large, and that WWS studies are commonly
conceptualized as promoting renewable energy in general, not specifically “new” renewables or WWS.
Global energy scenarios that rely on WWS alone are also unlikely to provide enough energy for
equitable and sustainable economic development (Trainer et al. 2012), resulting in the problem of how
to frame and conceptualize all the forms of energy outside these three sources. The U.S. Department of

Energy’s concept of “clean energy” (Department of Energy 2018) is broader and includes basically all
energy sources other than fossil fuels. Cleanliness is, however, a problematic term in the sense that all
forms of energy production have an environmental impact even if their lifecycle carbon dioxide
emissions are low. “Clean” can therefore be deployed as a relative term in the energy policy discourse.
Natural gas is cleaner than coal both in terms of CO 2 and other emissions, and then there is also the
contradictory lobbyist idea of “clean coal” (Pearce 2008).
A more useful concept can be low-carbon energy, but it opens up the debate about the problematic
categorization of biomass, which may be carbon neutral on a long enough (often decadal) timescale if
new growth absorbs enough carbon dioxide, but at least technically is not low-carbon (since it consists
largely of carbon) (e.g. Kallio et al. 2013). The timescale matters, because effective climate change
mitigation should reduce the amount of carbon ending up in the atmosphere now, not just decades
hence. Finally, from an engineering perspective, energy sources could be categorized based on the
nature of the production process. In mitigating climate and health impacts, the division between
combustion-based and non-combustion based energy production might be the most suitable.
Given the realities of climate change, we suggest a quadrant for making sense of the energy options
available (Table 2). It provides a simple yet accurate division between different energy sources, and a
roadmap that probably ought to be followed by the whole of human civilization: away from the
combustion-based energy sources in quadrants 4 and 2, and towards combustion free, low-carbon
sources in quadrant 1, all the while avoiding quadrant 3’s siren song of mostly combustion free yet
high-carbon combination of renewables and fossil fuels. Other conceptualizations are possible, but for
the duration of the climate emergency, it seems useful to focus on those aspects of energy sources that
are most pertinent for avoiding dangerous climate change.
Besides non-combustion based renewable energy, we have included nuclear power in quadrant 1 as a
low-carbon energy source due to its low direct and indirect CO 2 emissions (Warner and Heath 2012).
While nuclear power is often considered controversial (Ho et al. 2018) and faces serious opposition and
reluctance in many countries (Kim et al. 2014), it has a key role in many mitigation pathways presented
in the Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C (IPCC 2018) and the earlier Fifth Assessment
Report (Bruckner et al. 2014) by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Public opinion
should not be dismissed as insignificant, and nuclear waste, nuclear accidents and proliferation of
nuclear weapons are indisputably significant challenges that require attention and proper control and
already limit the applicability of nuclear power. Nevertheless, at least in historical experience, per
energy unit produced, the impact of nuclear energy on health (Hirschberg et al. 2016), land use (Cheng
and Hammond 2017) and biodiversity (Brook and Bradshaw 2014) has remained relatively modest.
Table 2. Carbon-combustion quadrant.

Too much
carbon

3. Energy systems that have nominally high shares of low carbon
generation but are backed up by high carbon fuels such as fossil
methane or large-scale biomass

4. Fossil fuels, biomass
(non-optimal sources, shortterm)

Low
carbon

1. Solar, wind, hydro, wave, tidal, geothermal, nuclear and
energy systems based on these + low-carbon energy storage
methods

2. Biomass (selected
sources, long-term)

Mostly combustion free

Mostly combustion based

We should also discuss the question of whether the focus of energy policy and debate should be shifted
completely away from categorizing different ways of producing energy and agonizing over which ones
to support and which to oppose. As discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2, energy sources and geographic
conditions vary radically, and with the current conceptualization of energy sources as “good” and
“bad”, comparison between apples and oranges becomes inevitable. One beneficial way to reframe the
discussion could be to shift the focus from conceptualizing energy systems through energy production
methods – which also lets other sectors off the hook, so to speak ‒ to conceptualizing sustainable, lowcarbon societies and what they might look like in reality. The concept of deep decarbonization (see,
e.g. Bataille et al. 2016) could be a fruitful future path. All in all, we consider it important to critically
evaluate the current frames and framing processes and their impact within the field of energy policy.

6. Conclusion and Policy Implications
Framing and prevalent frames in the field of energy policy have a major role in forming policies, as
policy options are limited by the institutional conceptualizations and discourse available. Renewable
energy has become a dominant concept within energy policy, and many national and international legal
frameworks and policies are specifically designed around the idea of categorizing energy sources as
renewable or non-renewable. In public discourse, renewable energy is framed in a way that strongly
associates it with sustainability and successful climate change mitigation. However, as we point out,
the whole concept of renewable energy is questionable.
An incoherent and misleading concept is a problematic basis for policy development. We therefore
suggest that it would be best to avoid renewable energy as a term altogether and instead to
conceptualize energy sources based on their carbon emissions and whether they are based on
combustion or not. It might seem somewhat futile to try to dramatically transform discourse so deeply
ingrained within a field. Still, we must acknowledge the collective global failure in mitigating climate
change and the institutionalized concepts that seem to have played a role in that failure.
More nuanced terminology may in itself not be a panacea nor the key to effective climate mitigation. It
can, however, be a step in the right direction. The next steps should include, inter alia, more detailed
empirical analysis and quantification of the costs and benefits of various truly low-carbon approaches.
With this paper, we call upon the research community to develop and, perhaps most importantly, use in
their outreach and communications more accurate concepts and descriptions to measure and
communicate the desired policies and end-states, instead of relying on old concepts which, while
widely used in common parlance, are increasingly removed from the reality. We are also calling for
more attention to be paid to the “bait and switch” tactics used by politicians and industry lobbyists to
sell questionable energy sources as “renewable”, and to the fossil fuel firms using renewables-

compatibility as a marketing tool. We urgently need energy policies that are focused on emissions
rather than problematic and tendentious renewability. Therefore, let our words help, not limit our
efforts to save the world.
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